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PRWeb - THE Online Visibility Engine™

In August 1997 David McInnis, after paying a relative fortune to get a press release
online, changed the way we interact with web and distribute web content.
PRWeb™ was born, and since then has grown steadily to become the leading platform for
small and medium sized business press release distribution. Through perseverance and a
deep understanding of what people and corporations need to increase their online
presence, David and Company have assembled a suite of tools and a robust platform that
allows ANYONE to share their message with the masses, and do it more effectively and
affordably than they can accomplish through any other method. PRWeb is now the
leading Online Visibility Engine™, and serves the gamut: From Fortune 500
corporations to individual entrepreneurs.
With that in mind, we've assembled this fast-moving Quickstart to help first-time and even
seasoned users benefit just a little more from these services. It's a dynamic document,
linking to PRWeb's pages, as well as to more content within our PRWebQuickstart.com
web site.
We're also updating it on a weekly basis, so please come back often and see what
new additions are available to you.
Finally, we're nearly complete with a high-performance Online Visibility Guide that is
specifically for you PRWeb users who seek to extract every last click-through from your
press releases, blogs, SEO work and Media connections. Email me HERE for more info
on that. I'll make sure to ping you back as soon as it's available.
Thanks for reading, and please let us know if you have additional comments, or you find a
glaring error. And if you find it useful, let us know that, too. Our team thrives on Fun, Fame
& Fortune... and you're a big part of all of those elements.
Mark Alan Effinger, CEO, RichContent.com

Let's Get Started! -->
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